
 

 

Vouliwatch  
The topic: Empowering democracy  

Methods used: Audio-visual Screenings, Projections, web interactive 

learning tours, Attractive lectures with video, photos, images, texts in 

Word, Excel, PowerPoint, ppt and pptx forms, with subtitles and legends, 

circulars, flyers, booklets, etc. Simulations, Interaction of participants, 

peer group discussions, exchange of critical thoughts and sharing of 

ideas, knowledge, skills and the analyses of participants on the topic.  

 

 

 

Vouliwatch is a non-partisan parliamentary monitoring organisation that 

was set up and legally registered in Athens in March 2014 in response to 

the rising disillusionment of a large segment of the Greek population 

towards parliamentary democracy and the broader Greek political system.  

The organisation’s main goal is to bridge the gap between citizens and 

their political representatives whilst promoting a culture of transparency, 

accountability and active citizenship.  

 

In doing so, Vouliwatch makes use of innovative digital technology 

applications whose purpose is to facilitate the monitoring of 

parliamentarian’s activities (including their financial interests), the 

transparent communication between MPs/MEPs and their constituents as 

well as the recording of all parliamentary activity (legislative process). 

 

More specifically the platform offers the following options to users: 

Public questioning (“Ask your MP/MEP”): In a moderated platform, 

citizens can publicly ask questions and receive public replies by MP’s and 

MEP’s. To prevent misuse of the platform, all citizen questions and 

politicians’ answers are crosschecked according to a published code of 

conduct that is aligned with the principles of open government ethics. 

Votewatch: This application allows users to keep an eye on the voting 

behaviour of each MP while informing the public on the details and 

background information of each legislation put forward for voting. 



 

 

“Policy Monitor” (“compare party positions”): The Policy Monitor is a 

digital tool which allows our users to learn about and compare what the 

main political parties positions are on given issues. It also gives them the 

opportunity to comment on these positions and suggest to political parties 

different approaches. 

 

Vouliwatch has managed in a very short space of time to establish itself 

as the leading advocacy and campaign organisation in Greece that focuses 

on issues relevant to transparency, open government and the freedom of 

access to information.  

 

In particular, Vouliwatch is a member of the Open Government 

Partnership (with an active role during the recent consultation process 

for the drafting of the country’s OGP commitments for 2016-2018), the 

United Nation’s Coalition Against Corruption (UNCAC), ALTER-EU and of 

an informal network of European NGOs campaigning for the right to 

access to information and transparency in the decision making process. 

 

Let’s enjoy https://vouliwatch.gr/about/en and ask some questions to 

MP’s and MEP’s. 

https://vouliwatch.gr/about/en


 

 

MediaWatch  
The topic: Empowering democracy  

Methods used: Audio-visual Screenings, Projections, web interactive 

learning tours, Attractive lectures with video, photos, images, texts in 

Word, Excel, PowerPoint, ppt and pptx forms, with subtitles and legends, 

circulars, flyers, booklets, etc. Simulations, Interaction of participants, 

peer group discussions, exchange of critical thoughts and sharing of 

ideas, knowledge, skills and the analyses of participants on the topic.  

 

 

 

Tending to become endemic to the media ecosystem MediaWatch, a part 

of Civic Information Office, a Non-Profit Company based in Athens, 

focuses on ever-intensifying phenomena that endanger fundamental 

democratic values by eroding critical thinking, and compromise the 

sustainability of the news media industry by undermining reliability, 

originality and truth in content production.  

 

Thus, MediaWatch highlights the need for reshaping the field of 

information in the new digital environment as an urgent activity and 

procedure taking into account that the spreading of distortions, mis/dis-

information, plagiarized content and fake news break down the bleak 

regularity at the field of information. 

 

MediaWatch supports the development of the news industry in the digital 

era by delivering an analysis platform that enables media outlets respond 

to new challenges in sustainable ways, supports journalism in promoting 

originality and truth, and finally, empowers citizens in assessing and 

evaluating information.  

 

MediaWatch is a network analysis platform which continuously monitors 

online media outlets and identifies flows of information – potentially 

detecting bad actors and networks of propaganda.  

 

Let’s enjoy https://mediawatch.io/ 

 

https://mediawatch.io/


 

 

Solomon 
The topic: Empowering democracy and the young citizens – Lessons by 

Solomon 

Methods used: Audio-visual Screenings, Projections, web interactive 

learning tours. Attractive lectures with video, photos, images, texts in 

Word, Excel, PowerPoint, ppt and pptx forms, with subtitles and legends, 

circulars, flyers, booklets, etc. Simulations, Interaction of participants, 

peer group discussions, exchange of critical thoughts and sharing of 

ideas, knowledge, skills and the analyses of participants.  

 

 

We solomon. We are from Athens. We are from Damascus. We are from anywhere 

around the world. We report. We narrate. We create. 

 

The young participants learn about the Solomon, a non-profit organization 

based in Greece https://wesolomon.com/about/, one of those favoured by 

Impact Hub Athens https://athens.impacthub.net/, part of an 

International Network of social driven professionals and a variety of high 

impact creative professionals that are dedicated into prototyping the 

future of business. From social inclusion and social integration to 

environment and fair trade, the Impact Hub Athens is engaging expertise 

from its worldwide presence and creating a net of intercultural, high 

impact community that acts locally and internationally. 

Solomon teaches the young people how media could be used as a tool for 

social inclusion, particularly for the empowerment of vulnerable groups to 

take part in public dialogue through community training and media content 

production, while they are familiarised with methods of job opportunities’ 
creation in the creative and media field. 

 

Let’s enjoy labs and videos made by Solomon  

https://wesolomon.com/about/
https://athens.impacthub.net/


 

 

Athens Marathon  
The topic: Empowering democracy  

Methods used: Outdoor activity / Participation in Authentic Athens 

Marathon  

In Authentic Athens Marathon, the participants accompany Special 

Olympics Hellas athletes in the race of 1200m from Syntagma Square to 

the Panathenaic Stadium. The idea of solidarity in practise ! 

 

 
 

Among all the Olympic sport events, the Marathon Race stands out as it 

was born by a true historic and heroic event. It was a true triumph 

accomplished by a news-bearing foot soldier from ancient Athens, who 

announced - with his last words - the victory of the Greeks against the 

Persians during the Marathon Battle in 490 BC. The 42,195m Marathon 

Race became one of the most competitive events during the revival of the 

Olympic Games in 1896. A Greek athlete named Spyros Louis, running 

what has ever since been referred to as the Original Marathon Course 

from the ancient city of Marathon to the Panathenaic Stadium in Athens, 

won the gold medal of  the first modern Olympic Games and became a 

legend of Greek and International Athletics.  

The Marathon Race has always had a prominent place in the hearts and 

minds of sports enthusiasts, as it represents the highest effort where 

the human body, soul and mind are tested to their limits as the runner 

presses himself/herself to reach the finish line. 

SEGAS, the Hellenic Athletics Federation, has the honor and the historic 

responsibility to organize annually the Athens Classic Marathon on the 

Original Marathon Course. Since 1982, the Athens Classic Marathon has 

been dedicated to Gregoris Lambrakis, the athlete, scientist and Member 

of Parliament, who was murdered in the 60s and, after his death, became 

a symbol of Human Rights. 

 

Thousands of runners from all over the world participate in every year's 

race. Apart from the sporting experience, they will have the chance to 



 

 

enjoy the traditional Greek hospitality, discover the fascinating landscape 

of the country and explore a city which is constantly improving its 

standards. 

 

Thus, every 2nd Sunday of November the ATHENS MARATHON-THE 

AUTHENTIC is taking place in Athens as one of the largest sport, 

cultural, and tourism events.  

This Marathon is not just a sporting event, a hard race, a tough course of 

42,195m. Beyond that, the Athens Marathon, the Authentic Marathon, is 

a bridge that incorporate legend into history; it showcases the strength 

of human will; it is a fountain of values, of social liability, environmental 

sensitivity, friendship and solidarity. In 2019, we are celebrating the 

37th anniversary of the Athens Marathon and we are entering an era of 

major changes that leads the Event into a new phase of further 

development as to limits and quality.  

It includes: 

- The Marathon Race and Power walking from the town of Marathon  

- The 10km Road and the 5km Road Race from the Zappeion Megaro, 

Syntagma Square  

- The kids’ for fun race of 1200m for kids of Elementary School  

- The Special Olympics Hellas race of 1200m 

 

Let’s enjoy the participation and our strolling with cultural interest in 

ancient Athens from Panathenaic Stadium to Monastiraki as a leisure 

and informal educational activity passing through Zappeion, Temple of 

Olympian Zeus, Acropolis museum, Herodion, Areios Pagos Hill, The 

Acropolis of Athens, Plaka neighbourhood, the Ancient and Roman Agora 

and Hadrian's Library. 
 

Maps and info sheets are attached as well as included in digital files via 

mobiles and facebook group. 



 

 

The Social Kitchen "The Other Human"  
The topic: Promoting participation in democratic life in Europe, active 
citizenship, intercultural dialogue, social inclusion and solidarity 
Methods used: Lunch with "The Other Human" and social volunteers  

Interaction of participants, exchange and sharing of ideas, thoughts, 
reflections and emotions, peer group discussions on the fundamental 
European human values and principles  
  

 

 

In times of difficulty, one man's effort to feed the poor has evolved into 
a dynamic community movement. 
 
The Social Kitchen "The Other Human" is a communal movement with a 
main goal of providing free food for all in need in several deprived and 
poor neighbourhoods where migrants, refugees, poor and needy persons 
without enough to eat concentrate for food.  
 
The “Social Kitchen – The Other Human”, is an initiative since December 
2011, for collective cooking in the street, in big stew pans in the most 
emblematic neighbourhoods in the historical centre of Athens and 
beyond, in the poor neighbourhoods. This group of activists invites people 
“To Eat and Live All Together”, a pleasant and unexpected wake up 
message in a crisis-ridden city. Homeless, immigrants, and the “new poor” 
accept with mixed feelings of timidity and gratitude this gesture of 
solidarity. They talk about how they passed their day, their problems and 
make plans for the future. It seems like a family supper among all these 
human wreckages, full of loneliness that used to be citizens with a decent 
standard of living and lost everything in a sudden twist of fate and 
became invisible. 
 
Konstantinos Polychronopoulos, a vigorous and energetic man, the soul and 
inspiration of the “Social Kitchen”, was one of them. For 25 years, he 
worked as a marketing and communications specialist. But in September 
2009, he lost his job. Failing to find work for over two years, he was 



 

 

forced to move back into his mother's house. His mother was receiving 
$660 pension a month. “I fell into depression and I did not want to see 
anyone” he remembers. Thus, he has become indeed “another human”, 
following Mahatma Gandhi’s saying that “you must become the change you 
want to see in the world”. Faced with social disaster and with his life in 
ruins, he created out of the ashes a new vision not only for himself and 
was reborn. 
 
As far the starting of his effort, in December 2011, he was shocked by 
an incident at the local flea market involving two children fighting over 
discarded, spoiled food and the apathy of the passers-by. The very next 
day, he prepared sandwiches and handed them out to poor people 
scavenging for food in the trash. At first they were hesitant, but when 
he ate with them they changed their attitude. The idea came to him to 
cook in the streets for everyone, especially the socially vulnerable and to 
invite them to eat with him and not just pass food around. “This is the 
way to overcome fear and the shame that the hungry person feels and 
come together”. 
 
In the beginning, it was not easy, since he lacked resources. He would ask 
farmers in open-air markets to offer him some of their produce in order 
to be able to cook. He would take his small mobile kitchen, stop in the 
various points in the center of the city, cook and distribute food to those 
in need, without any discrimination of ethnicity, religion, social class or 
social orientation. Costas became the unexpected surprise of the city. His 
example quickly became known. Some decided to follow and help him and 
so the basic group grew larger and also the number of volunteers. 
 
Thousands of people offered support by giving material for cooking or 
money to a special bank account created for this purpose. He hadn't 
intended to start a charity. He simply wanted to provide dignity and offer 
a meal to the hungry from one human being to another. 
 
Thus, The “Social Kitchen”, offers more than 150 meals every day without 
any thought that the poor are second-order people that you can just 
throw a piece of bread at. They want you to hear them and respect them.  
Overall, sticking to the principles they set from the beginning, the 
activists from The “Social Kitchen”, organize a banquet of love, a feast in 
the streets and they invite their friends. They work in complete 
transparency. Whatever sum remains they divide it between them, since 
most of them are unemployed. We talk about 30-40 euros per month. “I 



 

 

am only buying cigarettes. I have no expenses any more. I eat at the 
Social Kitchen and I stay at my mother’s or at my partner’s”, Kostas 
explains. They have rented a space, establishing “The Other Person’s 
House”, a place where the homeless can take a shower and have 
breakfast. 
 
When the refugee crisis erupted, he had to be where the heart of 
humanity was beating: the island of Lesvos, offering refugees the first 
meal after they set foot on the West after their risky journey. For his 
exemplary work “The Other Human” was granted as the 2015 “European 
Citizen Award” but he refused to accept it. Kostas explains that the 
reason is his denial to accept a Europe where refugees are treated in a 
humiliating way, a Europe of austerity against the Europe of love, respect, 
solidarity and culture. “I believe that this Europe exists. I’ve seen this 
Europe all these years in the Social Kitchen, with the people that would 
give half of their load of bread to their fellow-citizens, with the tourists 
that stopped their vacation and stayed to help the refugees”. 

 



 

 

Onassis Library  
The topic: The use of Internet in public and youth space 

Methods used: Visit 

Simulations and online Gaming Happenings, digital Puzzles, web apps. 

Attractive lectures. Interaction of participants, exchange of critical 

thoughts and sharing of ideas, knowledge, skills and the analyses of 

participants on the ways to release society’s forces and make culture and 

education through culture accessible online. Peer group discussions on the 

value of digitized works for the education of youth and the possibilities 

to freely available through internet digital applications for web, tablets, 

smartphones, etc.   

 

The Onassis Library is a cradle of culture and makes the cultural heritage 

of seven centuries accessible to the public through cultural activities and 

educational programs for all. It is situated in a neoclassical building in 

Plaka neighborhood, (Amalias str, 56) adorned with art by the most 

important Greek artists along with objects from Aristotle Onassis' 

Monte Carlo office and his yacht "Christina". It brings together rare 

editions printed between the 15th century and the present, along with 

the Hellenic Library collections, books in various languages by Western 

European travellers who visited Greece from the 16th century. 

Particularly it accumulates the C. P. Cavafy Archive and two large 

collections of books: the Hellenic Library (K. Staikos' book collection) and 

the Travel Accounts book collection.  

In general speaking, vision and timeless mission of the Onassis Foundation 

is to release the forces of Greek society. Operating in the same context, 

the vision of the Onassis Library is to preserve and disseminate the rich 

cultural heritage of Greece as perpetual property of the Greek Nation.  

The goal is to make these books accessible online not only to researchers 

but also principally to youth. The Onassis Library has already digitized 

100,000 records of its material and has developed two digital applications 

for web / tablet / smartphone which are freely available through the 

official website. 

Let’s enjoy http://onassislibrary.gr/en/ and the digital applications 

https://www.onassis.org/initiatives/onassis-library 

http://onassislibrary.gr/en/
https://www.onassis.org/initiatives/onassis-library


 

 

To “Sxedia Home” 
The topic: Empowering democracy  

Methods used: Visit - Attractive lectures and a guide tour to “Sxedia 

Home” 
Interaction of participants, peer group discussions, exchange of critical 

thoughts and sharing of ideas, knowledge, skills and the analyses of 

participants on the topic. The ideas of solidarity, volunteerism, 

intercultural dialogue and social inclusion in practise  

 

 

 

Presentation of the social activation of Diogenes NGO, set up in early 

2010 to support, through a wide range of activities, the effort of 

homeless and socially excluded and marginalized people to integrate or 

reintegrate into the society.  

Its main actions are the release of the only Greek magazine distributed 

in the streets, called as “Sxedia”, the establishment of the national 

homeless football team with participation in the Homeless World Cup and 

the “invisible tours”.  
Recently Diogenes NGO manages an innovative solidarity project called as 

“Sxedia Home”. 
 

Situated in the historical center of Athens, just a stone’s throw away 

from the Acropolis, «Shedia home» is a top-class café-bar-restaurant but 

just as (or even more) importantly is a solidarity and social innovation hub. 

Apart from the opportunity to enjoy high-quality coffee blends and 

(alcoholic or not) beverages, delicious dishes designed by a michelin star 

chef and great music, guests can browse around our “shediart” upcycling 

gift shop, actively participate in upcycling workshops as well as in a wide 

range of cultural, social and other events that are organized on a regular 

basis. Shedia home is a social project powered by the Greek street paper 

Shedia. 
 

Let’s enjoy https://www.shedia.gr/ and our dinner to “Sxedia Home”  

https://www.shedia.gr/


 

 

To the Hellenic Parliament  
The topic: Empowering democracy  

Methods used: Visit - Attractive lectures and a guide tour  

Interaction of participants, peer group discussions, exchange of critical 

thoughts and sharing of ideas, knowledge, skills and the analyses of 

participants on the topic. 

 

 

 

The Parliament is the supreme democratic institution that represents the 

citizens through an elected body of Members of Parliament (MPs).  

In the current composition, it consists of 300 MPs, elected at the last 

general elections (07/07/2019).  

The institutional role of the Parliament in shaping Greek foreign policy is 

acknowledged in a series of Constitutional articles and clauses as well as 

in its Standing Orders.  

 

Hellenic Parliament steadily promotes stronger links with other EU 

national parliaments and the European Parliament (EP) and is actively 

involved in meetings between them by exchanging views on significant EU 

affairs. Parliament capitalizes on parliamentary diplomacy for building 

‘bridges’ in favor of stronger cooperation between people, bringing the 

people closer together and encouraging an exchange of views and ideas 

while forging ties of friendship and promoting the image of Greece 

abroad.  

During 1844–1863 and 1927–1935, it was bicameral with an upper house, 

the Senate, and a lower house, the Chamber of Deputies, which retained 

the name Vouli.  

Several important Greek political leaders have served as Speakers of the 

Hellenic Parliament. 

 

Let’s enjoy https://www.hellenicparliament.gr/en/ and our Lunch at the 

café in the Hellenic Parliament with an interesting informal educational 

discussion with Members of Parliament (MPs) 

https://www.hellenicparliament.gr/en/

